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We are honored and blessed to have you worshipping with us today and we extend
our warmest welcome. Our service is modeled after the New Testament pattern of
worship.If you have questions or concerns please express them to us. We are all here
to serve.
Health - Zandra, Chris, Gay,

Darla, Ebony, Francisco, Wanda
and Peaches, Prince, Leola and
Larry, Thom and Mary
Elizabeth, Irma, TC, Sylvia and
Patrick, Carol, Carol’s mother
Loretta, Stan’s brother Dale, Lorena’s sisters
Pat, Celia, and Lenor also her 3 year old great
nephew Donte.
Surgery/Recovery - Lenard, Lorena, Ricky
Young and Albert Young (Lorena’s brothers).

Today’s Services
Singing
Opening Prayer
Singing
Preaching
Invitation Song
Communion Song
Communion
Offering
Announcements
Closing Song
Closing Prayer

Also - Sister Johnson’s mother passed away,
pray for her to be comforted. The well being
of Kevin Williams and family. Shannon’s well
being. Anthony’s mother was laid off from

Singing
Wednesday

7:00 PM
God’s Plan of Salvation

Hear
Believe
Repent
Confess
Baptism
Live Faithfully

Romans 10:17
Mark 16:15-16
Luke 13:3-5
Matthew 10:32-33
1Peter 3:21
Revelation2:10

Schedule of Services

Sunday Bible Class
Sunday AM Worship
Sunday PM Worship
Wednesday Class

10:00 AM
11:00 AM
5:00 PM
7:00 PM

Area-Wide Singing
Sunday March 31st
Lucerne Valley Church of Christ
2:00 -3:30

Anger, The Devil’s Playground!
by Rodney Nulph

We live in an angry world! Far too
many people spend their time being
angry and irritated about things over
which they often have no control.
Although being angry is not a sin (in
fact Paul reminded, “Be ye angry, and
sin not…” Ephesians 4:26a KJV), anger
is a dangerous playground of the devil,
especially for those seeking to follow
Christ. Anger that spirals outside of its
healthy limits can destroy and hurt the
child of God. There are essentially three
serious dangers regarding uncontrolled
anger with which each Christian must
be familiar and work diligently to avoid
and overcome.
The first dangerous level of
uncontrolled anger is bitterness. Every
human being has had situations in his or
her life, which if left unchecked, can
result in bitterness. Often,
anger causes us to play the
“victim” of our circumstances
and our pasts, which becomes
a breeding ground for
bitterness. Bitterness usually
stems from things that
happened to us which are
unfair. A very difficult lesson
to learn is that life is filled
with unfair situations! For
example, it is not fair for a
parent to have to bury his
child. It is not fair for a person
to be diagnosed with cancer,
especially a young person. It
is not fair for a little baby to
be abandoned and abused.
However, even when unfair
circumstances come our way, it
behooves us to deal with them properly
in order to not allow anger to take root
and permit bitterness to grow. We have
a choice; we can use that unfair
situation to become better or bitter!
Paul reminded, “Let all bitterness…be

put away from you” (Ephesians 4:31).
No doubt, Paul’s past could have caused
him to become bitter, but rather he
chose to forget “those things which are
behind…” (Philippians 3:13b). Examine
yourself; has uncontrolled anger caused
you to become bitter?
The second danger of uncontrolled
anger is boiling. Boiling is an
intensified reaction of anger. This
reaction usually manifests itself in an
individual wanting justice and possibly
even revenge. This phase of anger is
especially dangerous because most of
these plans and feelings are on the
inside! An injustice has been done to us,
and now we are going to settle the
score. This is often the stage where the
planning of very serious things occurs
(Matthew 15:19). Have you ever been
so angry inside that you wished another
dead? Have you ever cheered from the
inside at the misfortune of another who
has wronged you or a
loved one? This is
surely the stage of
anger that Jesus
referenced in Matthew
5:21. John wrote of it
as well, “Whosoever
hateth his brother is a
murderer…” (1 John
3:15a). The devil’s
favorite playground is
surely the mind of the
Christian who allows
anger to boil and stew
within his or her heart.
The third danger of
uncontrolled anger
is blasting. This
usually results in our hearts beating
faster, our minds thinking more slowly
and our mouths moving at speeds that
challenge many jet engines! This is the
stage where we “lose control” and say
and do things that we will surely regret
later. However, at the time, these words
and actions seem justified and right.
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When we allow our anger to get to this
stage, we become fools! “A fool gives
full vent to his spirit, but a wise man
quietly holds it back” (Proverbs 29:11
ESV). Controlling one’s anger often
takes years of mistakes in order to
perfect. However, God desires for His
people to have self-control! “Whoever
is slow to anger is better than the
mighty, and he who rules his spirit than
he who takes a city” (Proverbs 16:32).
Anger is a real emotion that Christians
must face regularly. How we deal with
this emotion determines our
relationships here on earth and in
eternity. When anger creeps upon us,
the following three questions can help
us
to
deal
with
it
properly. Reason: “Why am I angry?”
Taking time to evaluate your anger can
be a great help! Resolution:“Is there
anything I can do to change this
situation that angers me?” Sometimes,
there is little we can do to change the
situation. We cannot control other
people, and so we must work at
controlling ourselves. Reaction: “What
will I do about this?” No matter what
situation comes our way, we always
have the power to choose how we will
react! No one chooses this for us. Our
reaction as God’s people should be to
“return good for evil” (Genesis 50:21;
Romans 12:21). Although certainly not
an easy thing to accomplish, we can
gain victory over sinful anger. The next
time anger knocks at your door,
remember anger is the devil’s
playground, and he loves it when
you agree to play!
Sharpening Our Axes
by Denny Petrillo

Solomon gave a great lesson
in preparation in Ecclesiastes
10:10. A woodsman may be a
powerful and energetic person. Yet, he
will exhaust his resources if he does not
take the time to prepare himself for his
www.avcoc.org

task. There is an important lesson for us
today.
Far too many have assumed the role of
teacher without proper preparation.
They have become like the men of
Ephesus who are “wanting to be
teachers of the Law, even though they
do not understand either what they are
saying of the matters about which they
make confident assertions” (1 Timothy
1:7). It is a dangerous thing for a man to
teach others the eternal truths of God.
This is why Paul warned Timothy to
“pay close attention to yourself and to
your teaching” (1 Timothy 4:16), and
James said, “let not many of you
become teachers, my brethren, that as
such we shall incur a stricter
judgment” (James 3:1).
What, then, should one do to “sharpen
his axe”? First, he must himself be a
faithful, trustworthy man (2 Timothy
2:2). This means that he will not take
liberties with God’s inspired Word. He
recognizes that it is perfect and
complete, and he must not tamper with
it (2 Timothy 3:16-17). Second, he must
be willing to ‘burn the midnight oil’ in
intense study. He has to be a “workman
who does not need to be ashamed,
handling accurately the word of
truth” (2 Timothy 2:15). How does he
handle accurately the Word of truth? He
does it by study. He does it by
meditating on the Word ‘day and
night’ (Psalm 1:2).
If we want to be successful, we will
prepare ourselves. Solomon concluded
this verse by noting that “wisdom has
the advantage of giving success.” Let us
not be lazy in the handling of God’s
Word.

It is too important
that we get it right!
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